Abstract. Let E be a Dirichlet form on L 2 (X ; μ) where (X, μ) is locally compact σ -compact measure space. Assume E is inner regular, i.e., regular in restriction to functions of compact support, and local in the sense that E(ϕ, ψ) = 0 for all ϕ, ψ ∈ D(E) with ϕ ψ = 0. We construct two Dirichlet forms E m and
Introduction
The standard theory of Dirichlet forms [6, 14, 15] encompasses the quadratic forms associated with real, positive, symmetric, second-order, elliptic operators on domains in R d . The theory also extends to the non-symmetric situation both real [22] and complex [26] . The Dirichlet form theory, supplemented with an intrinsic distance, has led to interesting generalizations of many of the structural properties of the elliptic operators and in particular to those related to the underlying Gaussian structure (see, for example, [5, 24, [35] [36] [37] [38] [2, 3] . In the sequel we obtain analogues and extensions of these results for local Dirichlet forms. Let E be a local Dirichlet form which is inner regular, i.e., it satisfies the usual regularity property in restriction to the functions with compact support. We construct for each such E a maximal Dirichlet form E M and a minimal form E m . The maximal form is a restriction of E and the minimal form an extension of E M . But E m is not necessarily an extension of E. The submarkovian semigroup S m corresponding to E m dominates the semigroup S M corresponding to E M . The construction of both forms is by 'interior approximation' and corresponds abstractly to the imposition of either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions even in the absence of an explicit boundary. For a precise formulation we refer to Theorem 3.1 in Sect. 3. The proof of the theorem and the subsequent analysis rely on a number of structural results which are summarized in Sect. 2. Then in Sect. 4 we characterize the local, inner regular, Dirichlet form extensions F of E which satisfy E m ≤ F ≤ E M as the forms with . The latter algebraic property is fundamental for much of the analysis. Finally in Sect. 5 we discuss the set-theoretic distance associated with a strongly local Dirichlet form and show that it has the same values for all the forms F satisfying the foregoing conditions. We also discuss the uniqueness criterion E m = E M and its characterization in terms of capacity conditions.
Preliminaries
We begin by summarizing some standard and some not so standard elements of the theory of quadratic forms which are necessary in the subsequent discussion of extensions of Dirichlet forms. We refer to [17, 18] for a detailed description of the general theory and to [6, 15] for the theory of Dirichlet forms. Throughout we assume that X is a locally compact σ -compact metric space and μ a positive Radon measure with supp μ = X . The corresponding real L p -spaces are denoted by L p (X ).
